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1. Introduction
This document contains a high level technical overview and description of the FXLightning software.
This document is structured as follows:
First we will describe the components that make up the server process. These are the programs that run
on a server computer and communicate with external entities. Some of these entities provide data feeds
and trading services and some of them make up the users of the system. We also describe the server
software that runs automatic computer programs (called “scripts”) that trades on behalf of users who
deploy these scripts to the server.
Secondly we describe various software systems that end users can use to connect to the server process
to enter and manage their trades. Following this we describe the back office system and its
functionality.
Lastly, we describe a collection of tools that can be used to integrate the FXLightning software with
legacy and 3rd party applications.
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2. Server
2.1 Server process
The platform-server is a java program that runs on a dedicated server. The recommended server
configuration is a Red Hat Enterprise Linux server. The server process is configured by a bootstrap
configuration file that configures the database to use. The process then loads further configuration from
the database. The server configuration can be changed through the back office web application. The
server process is monitored by another process that makes sure the process is running smoothly and
without errors (http://wrapper.tanukisoftware.org)

2.2 External interfaces
User interfaces and other support programs communicate with the server process through a number of
connections. All these connections are encrypted using SSL encryption. The Apache MINA library
(http://mina.apache.org) is used internally to provide session handling and encryption on all
connections. The server process listens on several ports. The listening ports for each connection type
are configurable. The server process provides the following services on these connections:

2.2.1 Trade Connection
The trade connection is used by all user interface clients. This communication channel is used to send
all data to the server and receive all relevant data from the server. The only data not going through
these connections are streaming rates. The default port of the trade connections is 4000.

2.2.2 Feed Connection
The feed connection is used to stream continuous rates data to the user interfaces. Feed data
connections are synchronized with existing trade connections. User interfaces need to connect to the
trade connection before they can successfully request a feed connection. The default port for feed
connections is 4001.
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2.2.3 Export Connection
The export connection is used to provide a way to transmit a subset of data without logging in a
specific user to a session. Typically this is used to implement streaming rates on web pages, and to
communicate with other services that run on the same local network as the server process. This
connection is not enabled in a default installation of the server.

2.2.4 Import Connection
Import connection provides a way for an external program to supply the server with rates for a specific
data feed. This allows an external provider to provide a certain feed to the server through a utility
program without the corresponding API of the data feed being available to the server. This data
connection is not enabled in the default installation of the server.

2.2.5 Command Connection
The command connection is a connection that is only available on the local network that allows certain
programs that are granted access to execute a subset of the available API messages. This connection is
used to implement web-based trading and to allow web applications to access certain functions in the
server process. This is used by the back office web application. This connection is not enabled in the
default installation of the server.
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2.3 Database
The server process uses a relational database management system to store its data.
The server by default uses a PostgreSQL database (http://www.postgresql.org). No implementation
specific functionality is used as to make it easy to run the server program with any other SQL
compatible database management system.
For easy maintenance the system uses 3 different databases. These databases can be split on multiple
servers to improve performance. Trading transactions are stored in a dedicated database. Charting and
feed data is stored in its own database, and tick-by-tick data is stored in a 3rd database. This split
ensures the highest performance for tick-by-tick back testing and trade execution.
Replication, fail-over and disaster recovery of the database is implemented through slony-l
(http://www.slony.info/). The system is also compatible with the upcoming Hot Standby future of
PostgreSQL 9.0.
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2.4 Users / Systems / Auto trading
The server process is designed so it keeps its most important data in random access memory. This is to
optimize performance. Information about each user is kept readily available in memory with an up to
date backup on the disk. For each user the system keeps track of trades made by that user. These user
generated trades are the users trading record – or “system”. A system that is created by a user exists of
the trades executed by that user or by a script created by that user, or a combination of both.
A home currency can be selected when a user account is created in the system. The system supports all
major currencies as account home currency. All other currencies can be supported as home currency as
long as all required currency pairs are available in the system for conversion from and to the home
currency.
After a system is made available for other users to auto trade, the user that wishes to auto trade that
system has the following options:



The amount of the trade



Reverse trade signal option.



The maximum number of concurrent open trades the user allows for a specific system.


Configuration for a stop. The stop can be copied from the original system, it can be a fixed
number of pips or it can be a percentage of the user’s equity.
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2.5 Drawdown
Drawdown is calculated continuously for each user and each system. Whenever a position is opened or
closed a counter is reset and when a new high/low is reached in the currency of the positions or a new
drawdown is recorded, the system will save a drawdown snapshot. This snapshot records the new
drawdown and all prices of all currency pairs at the current time. These “snapshots” allow the
reconstruction and recalculation of drawdown events in other than the standard timeframes and allow
the quick calculation of combined drawdown of multiple users and systems.

2.6 API Configuration
Every user is configured with an apitype and an apiconnection. The apitype determines over which API
the account will execute by default. The apiconnection contains specific information that is relevant to
this API (for example Account numbers).
It is possible to configure users with the same API connection. The system automatically detects this
and will combine trades of users who are executing at the same time. This allows the system to create
“bulk” trades for users which greatly increases the speed of executing trades, especially in
environments where a lot of users are auto trading.

2.7 Configurable API
The server process supports a generic API. This generic API connects to an external program. This
external program implements the API code and passes certain standard messages back to the API. This
allows the use of APIs that are not built in the server process.

2.8 Data Feeds
The system support configuration of unlimited data feeds. A feed is usually connected to an API, but
can also be imported through the Import connection. Feeds from multiple sources can be combined.
When feeds are combined the source of the data element in the feed decides over which API the trade is
executed (this requires user account setups to be able to trade through multiple APIs).
Data feeds can be either full book or top of book only. Feeds can be updated incrementally or complete.
Incremental updates delete or add to the current data feed rate information. Complete updates wipe out
the current data before processing the update.
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2.9 Orders
The server process keeps track of all orders in optimized, sorted in memory lists. The server process
supports OCO orders. Limit orders, market orders, trailing stop orders. Internally, price alerts are also
implemented as a special type of order.

2.10 Scheduler
The server process implements a task scheduler. This scheduler runs certain jobs at specific times.
Schedules run DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY and YEARLY. These tasks run in the server and can be
configured to run external programs in order to customize the behavior of the server process.

2.11 Swaps
The method of calculating swaps is configurable through the back office. Swap data import is
supported by most API implementations. If an API does not support this, the swap data can be
automatically imported in the DAILY task or manually updated through the back office.

2.12 Fees
The system supports the following types of fees:

Volume fee: charge a specific percentage of the volume of the transaction at the moment the
transaction executes.

Pip Spread: Add a spread in pips to all rates before sending the rates to the user. When a user
executes a transaction, this extra spread is the fee that goes to the recipient of the fee.

Performance %: Charge a percentage of a users (positive) performance. This charge can be
configured to be calculated DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY or YEARLY and runs in the scheduler.

Balance %: Charge a percentage of a users balance. This charge can be configured to be
calculated DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY or YEARLY and runs in the scheduler.

Inclusive Pip Spread: Is the same as Pip Spread, except the spread is already considered to be in
the data feed when the feed arrives through the API.
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2.6 Server Monitoring
The server process stores various performance metrics. These metrics can be queried from the database
using SQL reporting. Alongside the metrics, the performance and state of the server can be monitored
in several other ways as well:

2.6.1 Logging
By default the server provides logging of all program output through log4j (http://log4j.apache.org).
Configuration files can be adjusted to integrate the server output with other systems (for example
http://www.splunk.com/). By default the pricing of data feeds and API messages are also logged in
log4j log files besides being saved in database tables.
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2.6.2 JConsole
The server process provides hooks and enables Java monitoring services that can be viewed using the
JConsole program (among others). The JConsole program is normally only used for monitoring
performance of the server. Additional MBean functionality is provided that can perform tasks that are
normally done by the back office web application.

2.6.3 Nagios
The server process has several Nagios plug-ins available to integrate the server monitoring and
maintenance in a Nagios setup. See http://www.nagios.org
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3. SystemScript Server

The SystemScript server process is a separate server side application that connects to the main trading
server process through the Export and Command connections. It can run a number of trading scripts
that are deployed by the users. Like the platform server, this server process has a configuration file
which (optionally) determines which scripts it will run and how to connect to the main server process.
This creates the ability to have multiple SystemScript servers running on different hardware. This
allows increased performance of the server-side scripts.
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4. User Interfaces
4.1 Introduction
The FXLightning software consists of several user interfaces. Each of these user interfaces is optimized
for a specific type of user. The GUI is the default user interface and supplies all of the systems
functions. The SystemSelect GUI is optimized for users that mainly auto trade other systems. However,
the SystemSelect GUI still allows users to enter and exit their own trades. The SystemScript GUI is
optimized for users who are developing their own automated scripts.
All user interfaces support the following signals:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Buy at
Sell at
Buy at Market
Sell at Market
Hold Position
Exit Position
Close and Reverse
Partial Close
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4.1.1 Skins

The look & feel of all user interfaces can be changed. Supported are the skins developed for the Java
substance library (https://substance.dev.java.net/). Currently the following skins are available:
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4.1.2 Charts and Indicators

Charts support the following modes: Line, Bar, Candlestick and Heikin Ashi.
The following Indicators and drawing tools are supported:
Trend line drawing

Parallel trend line drawing

Fibonacci Arc, Fan and Retracement

Gann Line, Fan and Grid

Linear Regression lines

Moving Averages: SMA / EMA / SMMA / LWMA and SMA Channel

Envelopes

Bollinger Bands

SAR

Ichimoku Kinko Hyo

Alligator

ADX

ATR
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Awesome Oscillator
AC
MACD
CCI
Gator Oscillator
RSI
Bulls Power
Bears Power
Momentum
Standard Deviation
ROC
Williams %R
Fast, Slow and Full Stochastic
%K - %D Oscillator

Charts can be exported to images. The server sends timestamps and new bar notifications. Therefore
the chart always knows when a new candle/bar has to be drawn, even if no rate update happened for the
most recent candle/bar.
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4.2 GUI
The default GUI applet is optimized for trading. The main screen shows charts, quotes, order entry,
account and position information.
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4.3 SystemSelect GUI

The picture above shows the main view of the SystemSelect user interface. It lists auto trading
information and all the systems available for the user to auto trade. Charting and trading functionality is
available through the “Charts” and “Trading” tabs.
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4.4 SystemScript GUI

4.4.1 Introduction
The SystemScript GUI is a development environment for developing automated trading scripts. The
user can edit the source code of the script directly in the Pro Script tab. The script language is based on
the Java language; all java language constructs can be used. Expert Advisor functions are implemented
and expert advisor script can be run in the Pro Script tab. The import button can be used to load an
existing EA script in the Pro Script tab.
Scripts can be deployed on the server with the Deploy button. All deployed scripts can be managed
(started/stopped) from the Manage tab.
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4.4.2 Easy screen

The Easy Screen allows users to create simple scripts that consist of an entry and exit condition. The
screen consists of 2 formula editors that can be used to create the conditions. This avoids the need to
program the conditions manually in a script template.
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4.4.3 Back testing
The SystemScript GUI has extensive support for back testing. A back test can be run on a bar-by-bar
mode and in a tick-by-tick mode. In the bar-by-bar mode the script is executed at the beginning of each
bar for the selected time frame. For a tick by tick back test, the script gets exactly the same tick
information as it would have seen if it was live (deployed and running) at the time of the back test.
Every tick is sent through the system, this makes tick-by-tick back testing considerably slower than
bar-by-bar back testing.
Even when the system is back testing in bar-by-bar mode, the drawdown is calculated on a tick-bytick basis. Drawdown is correctly calculated by accessing the tick database for every bar period in
which there were any open positions.
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4.5 Web Trading
A web applet component (streamapplet) can be embedded in web pages. This applet connects to the
Export and Command server channels of the server process. In this setup the web application manages
the logged in user’s sessions and the web pages get notifications for the user about her positions/orders
and allow the web application to communicate with the server process to place orders. FXLightning has
a finished implementation of this web trading functionality available.
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5. Back office
The back office is a web application that interfaces directly with the server process and allows
administrators to configure, maintain and monitor the system.

5.1 Users
The user and demo user tabs of the web application allow the administrator to add and edit users,
configure user fees and view information about users account. Also provided are reports about users
volume traded, login history and trading performance.

5.2 IBs
The IB section of the web application allows administrators to setup IB's, add users to IB's, see reports
about volume and fees generated by the IBs.

5.3 Configuration
Feeds, which pairs are supported in each feed and trading session can be configured.
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6. External Tools and Utilities
6.1 Websites
FXLightning maintains several website templates that can work as a starting point for implementing the
user interfaces and servers on custom websites.

6.2 Affiliate System Integration
The server process and database integrate with JROX (http://www.jrox.com) affiliate management
software. The database supports linking users to JROX products, list the products. Use systems as a
product, pay for systems with PayPal and use recurrent payments.

6.4 Java API
API can be used to interface any existing java program to the backend server. The java supports
creating a secure connection to the server. The Java API supports all functions that are supported in the
user interfaces.
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